In the Greek text of Mt. 16.18 Peter's name is , while the 'rock' is . Many have assumed an Aramaic substratum to the text whereby the same Aramaic term apyk underlies both Greek words. An alternate view posits that while apyk lies behind , a different Aramaic term was most likely rendered by . This article examines the Aramaic and Syriac evidence afresh and at the same time proposes a methodology for studying such issues. It concludes that apyk is a strong candidate for an original Aramaic background for .
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Aramaic Substratum
A key issue that relates to these controversies concerns a possible Aramaic background for this section of Matthew. 5 If an Aramaic substratum seems likely, then Matthew's Gospel here would make use of an earlier source (written or oral) that contained the pronouncement on Peter's name in its Aramaic form of apyk (transcribed into Greek as ). 6 While many think that Jesus coined this as a nickname, there is a possibility that it was attested already in the Elephantine Papyri (fifth century BCE). It appears in the form apk rb bq[ in a list of witnesses, and 'the best explanation is that it represents Keph '. 7 Still, the name is so rare that Jesus most likely 5 . Stanley E. Porter lists Mt. 16.13-20 as one of several places in the Gospels that may record an occasion when Jesus instructed his disciples in Greek, listing several criteria for his conclusion (The Criteria for Authenticity in Historical-Jesus Research: Previous Discussion and New Proposals [JSNTSup, 191 ; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000], pp. 159-61). While it is plausible that all of the disciples and Jesus knew some Greek, it seems unlikely that such an intimate discussion would have been conducted in a language that was not their main language. None of the theological concepts seem too difficult for discussion in Aramaic, although the criteria listed below could also be explained from a Greek perspective.
6. There is a reasonable consensus that Jesus spoke Aramaic as his mother tongue, so it is likely that much of his teaching to Jewish audiences was also in Aramaic. It also is likely that he had a thorough acquaintance with his Hebrew Bible, perhaps to the extent that his Aramaic teaching contained many Hebrew terms and expressions. R. Buth thinks that Jesus probably did most of his teaching in a Hebrew that was heavily influenced by Aramaic, based on rabbinic literature and the Dead Sea Scrolls ('Aramaic Language', in Scrolls provide part of the evidence that Aramaic was the lingua franca of Jesus' environment, the language which he would have had to use in teaching normal Jews, and the natural language for his first followers to use when they reported his life and teaching'; (2) at least some of the Synoptic Gospels must contain 'generally accurate accounts of what Jesus or his disciples, or both, said and did', and such passages were likely transmitted in Aramaic; (3) 'many details in such passages…are explicable only if they are part of translations of written Aramaic sources' ('An Aramaic Approach to the Synoptic Gospels', Expository Times 110. gave it to Peter as a nickname. 8 Other terms or concepts in the passage can also be given a proper Aramaic background. The term ('church') corresponds to 'the image of a building' that occurs often in the Qumran Scrolls (1QS 8.5-9; 9.6; 11.8; 1QH 6.26; 7.9).
9 Schnackenberg notes that 1QH 6.24-26 refers to 'a solidly built city, founded on rock, [that] protects from the power of chaos and the "gates of death"'.
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The 'gates of death' occurs also in the Hebrew Bible (Job 38.17; Pss. 9.14; 107.18; Isa. 38.10), and 'the gates of hell' occurs in other Jewish literature with the same Greek terminology found in Mt. 16.18 ( ; Wis. 16.13; 3 Macc. 5.51; Pss. Sol. 16.2). The reference appears to be to death itself, which will not be able to overcome the community.
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Oscar Cullmann's study of Peter lists the following additional evidences for an Aramaic substratum to the passage: (1) the designation of Peter's father, (v. 17); 12 (2) the use of 'flesh and blood' for men (v. 17); (3) the 'word pair "bind and loose"' (v. 19); (4) 'the strophic rhythm-three strophes of three lines each-which is found similarly in other sayings of Jesus' (Mt. 11.7-9, 25-30); and (5) 'the illustration of the rock as foundation, to which there is an exact parallel in the rabbinical 8. For the Greek name, Caragounis mentions ('rocky' or 'stony place') as a pre-Christian name and Latin Petro used as a 'cognomen' attested from the first century BCE. There is uncertainty about whether the latter name derives from 'rock ' ). Caragounis argues further that 'since is frequently attested in the early Christian centuries as a name for pagans, it ought reasonably to be assumed that the name had a tradition among them, and that it was not adopted by pagans because one of the Christian Apostles had borne it, or because other Christians were doing so in imitation of him!' (p. 24).
9. Rudolf Schnackenburg, 15 The view assumes that Jesus first gave Simon his nickname at this point, whereas it appears from Jn 1.42 that he was given the name (Cephas, the Aramaic form) when Jesus first called him. 16 Merrill Tenney explains the passage from John this way: 'Jesus accepted Simon as he was but promised that he should become Cephas… The development of Peter as recorded in this Gospel demonstrates the progress of that change.' 17 Then, at the critical moment when Peter spoke of the Lord's identity by divine revelation, the Lord revealed the full import of the name through the play on words. 18 Since the Greek text of Mt. 16.18 contains two different Greek words, (Peter) and ('rock'), the question immediately arises whether any underlying Aramaic would have one word or two to match the Greek. The Aramaic form of Peter's name certainly has to be apyk, since the name Cephas was used as a frequent substitute for Peter. The Gospel of John clearly connects the name Cephas with the name that Jesus gave to Simon and further notes that the translation of Cephas is (Jn 1.42). Paul used the name in 1 Corinthians (1.12; 3.22; 9.5; 15.5) and in Galatians (1.18; 2.9, 11, 14). . It is this semantic background that is the concern of the present study, although to some extent the two approaches cannot be separated so neatly. It seems reasonably clear from the passage that here refers to some type of foundation stone or bedrock. 19 The metaphor of building on the requires that sense. So, from a linguistic standpoint, it is necessary to determine whether apyk can bear such a meaning in the era of Jesus. 21 If different Aramaic terms were used, then the Aramaic substratum as well as the Greek would both point to an original distinction between the name 'Peter' and the term 'rock'. 22 Likewise Peter Lampe concluded from his 19. Cf. the BDAG, which gives the meanings 'rock, bedrock, or massive rock formation' for .
20. There is always the possibility as well that apyk could have been assigned such a meaning simply to fit with the wordplay. That is, while apyk would not normally have been chosen to designate a massive rock that could serve as a foundation, the context would give it that sense anyway. Still, it would not do to have too much semantic dissonance here. For example, one would not expect a term such as 'pebble' to fit into a context where it would mean 'bedrock', although 'stone' might work for that.
21. Chrys C. If there is no clear distinction between the two Greek terms, then it seems logical that the second term ( ) could have been used for some purpose other than a semantic distinction. The author could have thought more appropriate for a personal name than or could have chosen a slight variant to avoid the repetition in the underlying Aramaic. The author could also have thought that using different terms was appropriate to represent two different terms in the Aramaic.
Caragounis does not lay out any particular method for how he approached his study of the Aramaic terminology. Something more explicit is needed. Maurice Casey has tried to put forward a sound methodology for reconstructing a possible Aramaic substratum to a passage from the Gospels. 25 It is a given that one should start with any evidence available from the Dead Sea Scrolls, since these 'are from the right language, the right culture, and very near to the right date'. 26 After that, data from other dialects may be used 'with caution', starting from earlier documents and then moving to the Palestinian Talmud. The thought is to keep as close as possible to the date and dialects of Aramaic used in Palestine in the first century, although Casey points out elsewhere that 'Aramaic was a relatively stable language over a period of centuries'. Casey thinks some help can be obtained from the Syriac versions, but 'we should never begin with them, because they are translations into the wrong dialect. At a late stage they may alert us to the possibilities we had not thought of, because they are in the right language and derive from a significantly similar culture.' 28 K. Beyer ascribes more importance to the Syriac. According to him, the Old Syriac Gospels may have originated in western Syria or northern Palestine about 200 CE, and their Old Syriac language contains elements of another Aramaic dialect. Thus he thinks that the Old Syriac Gospels have a 'clear Western Aramaic influence and in addition…an excellent knowledge of the Aramaic name-forms of Palestine'. 29 As for Old Syriac itself, Beyer argues that it 'came directly from' a local dialect. Written Imperial Aramaic had been supplanted by Greek by the end of the fourth century CE in the area of Syria, so that 'Old Syriac, the official language of the kingdom of Osrhoene' must have developed from a spoken rather than a written dialect. 30 On the other hand, Daniel Boyarin thinks that Greek did not replace Aramaic as a spoken language in Syria. It did not do that in Palestine, so why should it have done so in Syria? '[I]t seems not unreasonable to assume a continuous area of Aramaic speech up until the Arab conquest.' 31 Boyarin explains grammatical similarities between Christian Palestinian Aramaic and Syriac through diffusion due to contact:
As is well known, Syriac shares isoglosses with the east; we hope to have shown the plausibility, at least, that it shares innovations with the west, as well. We submit then that the convergence model of Middle Aramaic dialectal history is likely to be more appropriate that [sic] the divergence model. 32 While Syriac has often been considered an Eastern dialect, Boyarin and Edward M. Cook think more in terms of a dialect continuum for the Middle Aramaic period in which Syriac has a central position. 33 western feature of Syriac would be the preformative m-for the infinitive of derived patterns, while an eastern feature is n-as the prefix for the third person masculine singular of the imperfect. Casey thinks as well of a central classification for Syriac based on isoglosses that it shares with both eastern and western Aramaic dialects. 34 While Syriac is an important language to consider in reconstructing an Aramaic substratum for a New Testament pericope, it should be used with caution, as Casey advised. Even the Old Syriac of the Gospels is still not the same dialect that was used in Galilee of the first century.
Fitzmyer emphasizes the need to use early materials (no later than the second century) for purposes of establishing linguistic issues for first century Palestine. He notes, for example, that the large number of Greek borrowings in the Targums, in Syriac, and in 'inscriptions from Palestinian synagogues from the third to the sixth centuries' contrasts with Aramaic texts from Qumran where such borrowings are extremely rare. 35 Fitzmyer also adduces various Aramaic names, words, and places in the New Testament, along with Aramaisms and 'mistranslations' as linguistic evidence for thinking that 'Jesus' words were by and large uttered originally in Aramaic and for the Aramaic substratum of various parts of the New Testament'. 36 The method followed here may be summarized by the following points:
1. Evidence from a dialect closest in time and geography to the Aramaic of first-century Palestine is considered to carry the most weight. 2. Caution is exercised when dealing with Aramaic translations.
The techniques of the translator(s) need to be considered as well as the particular dialect of Aramaic. 3. The checking of evidence for passages where the term in question is used in a parallel way in the New Testament is advocated. 
The Aramaic Term apyk
Caragounis attempts to demonstrate that the semantic range of Aramaic apyk is pretty much limited to a 'stone', making it unsuitable for a reference to Peter as the foundation for the church (Mt. 16.18). 37 Caragounis's study needs to be re-examined. First, he claims that Hebrew rwx ('rock') 'is never translated by Aramaic apyk'.
38 Instead, arnf is the standard Targumic translation for rwx. However, there is at least one exception in Targum Prophets to Isa. 8.14, which translates lw km rwxlw ¹gn ÷balw ('a stone to strike and a rock to stumble over') with lqtm ¹yklw yjm ÷balw ('and to a stone of striking and to a rock of making fall'). 39 Perhaps the parallelism of Hebrew ÷ba and rwx forced the choice for the unusual term. Also, Targum Neofiti I has hrnyf rym ¹yk ÷m ('from the stone of the flint of the rock') for Hebrew ymlj rwxm ('from the rock of the flint') at Deut. 8.15 and for rwx ymljm ('from flint of a rock') at Deut. 32.13. Possibly the translator used ¹yk for rwx and added hrnyf as an additional gloss. Targum Prophets to Isa. 50.7 translated ymlj with hrnyf. It is also possible, though, that Targum Neofiti I intended the term hrnyf to represent rwx. Some confusion results from the normalization of the word order in the two passages from Deuteronomy. Hebrew rwx occurs seven times in the book of Job (14.18; 18.4; 19.24; 22.24; 24.8; 28.10; 29.6), but unfortunately none of the passages are preserved in 11QtgJob or in 4QtgJob. 40 Aside from these exceptions, it appears to be correct that Hebrew rwx is not normally translated by Aramaic apyk, but does this have to have the significance that Caragounis claims for it? 'That the Targumim abstain from using apyk for rwx indicates that apyk could not cover semantically the meaning of rwx'. 
The Syriac Translations
When it comes to the data from the Syriac translations, the evidence is indirect, involving a translation from the Greek. The Syriac translators were confronted by the issue of the two Greek words and , and whatever translation they gave was influenced by their interpretation of the Greek. Added to this is the fact that Syriac ki p is feminine and is mostly used to translate in the New Testament. Also, Syriac is generally considered a later development in the Aramaic language. 59 Caragounis agrees with this assessment of the Syriac evidence but still 57. ' is placed between asterisk and metobelos, and the initial is the last word in v. 27, although it appears to correspond with MT ÷nltyw, which is the second verb in the verse. There appears to be some textual corruption, probably in the Greek. Syriac ki p of the Peshitta normally translates , even when the Greek refers to the large capstone of a building (Mt. 21.42-44; Mark 12.10; Luke 20.17-18; 1 Pet. 2.6-7), to a stone large enough to make someone stumble over it (Rom. 9.33; 1 Pet. 2.8), or to the large stone that would be rolled in front of a tomb (Mt. 27.60). 66 Even Greek itself may not always imply simply a small stone. In Rom. 9.33, and are parallel, and the Peshitta uses ki p for both terms. The passage appears to reflect terminology from Isa. 8.14 and 28.16, which have ÷ba and rwx in the former verse and ÷ba and hnp in the latter. 67 The Peshitta glosses ÷ba in each of the Old Testament passages with ki p and rwx with ar n . The Syriac correspondent to hnp in Isa. 28.16 appears to reflect an interpretive rendering. 68 Greek is rendered with ki p in Mt. 27.51, 60 (Peshitta only, the Old Syriac Gospels have šû ); Rom 9.33; and 1 Cor. 10.4. The evidence of Mt. 27.51 cannot be dismissed by merely insisting that the plural ( ) 'was misunderstood for individual stones'. 69 It is difficult to see how individual stones would be split apart by an earthquake. Possibly, though, some connection could have been made with the tombs that were opened (Mt. 27.52), in that a 'stone' ( ) was used to cover the entrance to the tomb (Mt. 27.60). In other words, the translator might have thought of these stone coverings as splitting and thus opening up the graves. Matthew 27.60 could also be taken as evidence that the translator (at least of the Peshitta) could see both and as sometimes synonymous. 70 The evidence from the New Testament Peshitta should also be taken in conjunction with that of the Old Testament, where Syriac ki p can be used for Hebrew ÷ba, [ls, or even rwx.
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'Boanerges' is especially pertinent, since it illustrates another instance of Jesus assigning a nickname. The precise relationship between the Greek form and an underlying Aramaic is uncertain for these names. 74 It at least seems plausible that Jesus called Simon apyk because of what he perceived would be significant role in a new community.
Conclusion
The essential question about Mt. 16.18 is whether a different referent is intended for and . In one respect, even if Peter himself is the referent for , there is still a distinction between the terms. Obviously Peter would have to be the referent not physically but figuratively, and that would appear to point to Peter's foundational function in the early church. 75 Ultimately, the issue can be solved only by a detailed analysis of the passage, which is beyond the scope of the present study. What this paper has established is that it is possible that Aramaic apyk could be behind both Greek terms. The Targums, including the Targum of Job from Qumran, show that apyk could represent something like a foundation rock, and the earliest Syriac versions have a tradition that the proper rendering of in Mt. 16.18 was ki p . It may be that the term apyk 'gradually laid aside its original sense of "rock", assuming the sense of "stone", while the sense of "rock" was expressed by the term arnf', 76 but at least for the first century it appears that the sense of 'rock' was still quite possible. Perhaps another Aramaic term would have been possible as well, but if so what would be the connection between the new name for Simon and the statement that Matthew says Jesus made at the time of Peter's confession? Perhaps the connection was more in the meaning than in the sound, but such a connection would not be as striking as the repetition of apyk.
